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The Event FIVE Years in the Making! Thirteen mystical Artifacts, including the Witchblade, the Darkness
and others, guide the fate of the Top Cow Universe. For centuries, it's been whispered that bringing together
all 13 Artifacts would herald mankind's destruction. But a mysterious figure has been manipulating events,
laying plans to put Armageddon into motion. The final phase begins here, with the abduction of Hope, the
daughter of Sara Pezzini and Jackie Estacado. What ensues will remake the entirety of the Top Cow
Universe, from the Witchblade and the Darkness, to the Angelus, Magdalena, and even Cyberforce. Artifacts
#1 is the perfect place for faithful readers to see their loyalty pay off, and for new readers to experience the
Top Cow universe. From Top Cow Universe architect Ron Marz (Witchblade, Angelus) and Top Cow
superstar artist Michael Broussard (The Darkness) comes an event series, which will literally shake the Top
Cow Universe to its foundation. Featuring a jam piece cover by Broussard, Marc Silvestri, Stjepan Sejic,
Sheldon Mitchell, and Nelson Blake II, as well as a variant cover series featuring each of the 13 Artifact
bearers by John Tyler Christopher (Witchblade), and a special first-issue cover by Dale Keown (The
Darkness/Pitt).
Also kicking off with issue #1 is the the Top Cow Origins series of backups written by Marz and drawn by a
superstar collection of artists. This issue: Witchblade, by Marc Silvestri.
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From reader reviews:

Orville Norman:

What do you in relation to book? It is not important with you? Or just adding material when you really need
something to explain what the one you have problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy person?
If you don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is make you feel bored faster. And you have free
time? What did you do? Every individual has many questions above. They have to answer that question since
just their can do this. It said that about e-book. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is right. Because
start from on jardín de infancia until university need this particular Artifacts #1 to read.

Rita Carter:

The ability that you get from Artifacts #1 may be the more deep you looking the information that hide in the
words the more you get interested in reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to understand but
Artifacts #1 giving you thrill feeling of reading. The article writer conveys their point in selected way that
can be understood simply by anyone who read it because the author of this guide is well-known enough. This
kind of book also makes your own vocabulary increase well. So it is easy to understand then can go with
you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We recommend you for having that Artifacts #1 instantly.

Kenny Crowther:

Is it an individual who having spare time and then spend it whole day by watching television programs or
just resting on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Artifacts #1 can be the response, oh how
comes? A fresh book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your spare time by reading in this
brand new era is common not a geek activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Sarah Petty:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got students? We believe that that issue was
given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. And you know that
little person similar to reading or as reading through become their hobby. You need to understand that
reading is very important in addition to book as to be the point. Book is important thing to increase you
knowledge, except your own teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update with regards to something by
book. Numerous books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them is Artifacts #1.
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